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Loop
Loop is a contemporary interpretation of lighting art that invites to create spaces with shapes 

and light, both in unitary and group installation. Loop gives every space a distinct identity, 

transforming the concept of indoor lighting by offering freedom to the spatial creation of 

forms and light.
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Antoni Arola design for Simon
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Versatile
The 360° orientation allows light to be directed in numerous directions, with many configu-

ration possibilities. Depending on the desired mood, Loop can illuminate specific areas, 

directing light evenly and regularly, or distribute it across the surface of a space, where the 

balance between light and aesthetics enables creative value.
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Organic light
Loop is a luminaire with a minimum thickness and a design of elegant lines. 

Loop is the solution for the decorating and lighting of hotels, residential and 

corporate spaces, as well as formal and artistic installations through its compo-

sitional versatility.

Visual comfort
Loop is soft light, which has a strong contrast with its shadow. Loop creates 

lighting effects on the wall and allows it to be rotated in any direction getting 

multiple visual combinations.
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Compositions
Loop is a combination of art that can offer a lot of possibilities to not only lighting the space, 

also offers good alternative to have a perfect decoration of your space.
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Loop X-less

X-less is an installation system for total integration in walls, turning them into light substance that 

offers creative freedom in lighting projects.

Solid system - perfect light
The trimless X-Less system offers a solid connection between the luminaire and the wall in a com-

plete integration that ensures its stability even when attaching adjustable models. Maximum light 

quality on a uniform surface and without imperfections.

Easy and quick installation
The installation process is simpler than in the conventional frameless formats, where more complex 

building work is required as well as additional plastering. X-Less allows for the pre-frames to be 

attached quickly, in just a few minutes, and to finish the operation by just applying a thin layer of 

leveling paste.

1 2 3 4 5
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Installation

Power

Luminous flux (Lm)

Lifetime

Colour temperature

CRI

Rotation

Control

IP

Voltage input

Trimless X-Less system

3.5W

110lm 

L70＞50,000h@25°C

3000K

＞90

360°

DALI

20

220-240V

360°
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Item code

N0724-0002
N0724-0005

Product description

Fluvia LED-Loop BK 3.5W3000K
Fluvia LED-Loop WH 3.5W3000K

Power
 
3.5W
3.5W

CCT

3000K
3000K

Luminous
flux (Lm)
110
110

CRI

90
90

Beam Angle

100°
100°

Installation

Trimless
Trimless

Finishing

Black
 White

Item code

N0724-0006
N6524-0246

Product description

Fluvia Loop X-Less Trimless accessory
Fluvia Loop DALI Driver

Product Size
 
Ø134×44
-

* Tirmless acc. needed for the installation, order separately.
** DALI driver included.
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